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If you are looking for the mobile at affordable price with great features. The well known
Telecommunication industry Samsung has designed its range of mobile phones to ensure great
quality with value for money. There is no uncertainty in saying that Samsung mobile phones are the
superlative handsets in Indian Mobile Market with very affordable price.

Samsung always presents their handset with innovative technology products for consumers that
have set industry benchmark. Corby TV & Metro TV is the two new ways of communication recently
invented by Samsung. In India Now these mobiles are available in Indian Market under the
partnership of Apalya Technologies in India. You will get these mobiles easily in its on road mobile
store as well as in online mobile stores.

Samsung Corby TV comes with the Mimobi TV Mobile TV applications that give access to more
than 40 TV channels. With these handsets Samsung offering smart data plans. Users can get a free
Mobile TV subscription for 3 months along with 15 GB of bandwidth per month, for 1 month on pre-
paid connection and 2 months on post- paid connections, from Tata Photon Plus. Samsung Corby
price is a low price range, with a high range of feature suits individual with every kind of budget.

It comes with the 2.8 inch QVGA touch screen and built-in 200, 0000 pixels camera. Additionally, it
supports FM, MicroSD and Bluetooth. You can easily access internet even it doesn't matter where
you are, Corby TV lets you share your word with the world. With this social Networking is get easy
access to Youtube, Facebook, Orkut , MySpace and Twitter. This will always keep you in touch with
your family and friends. The Samsung Corby mobile phone is available in beautiful and bold colors
like Minimal White, Cupid Pink, Jamaican Yellow and Festival Orange.

There are varieties of Samsung Corby mobile stores on road as well as number of online mobile
stores.  So it is more suitable for anyone to shop directly from internet. The price of Samsung Corby
is easily affordable by the individual. It has some more great features like Bluetooth, WAP and
internet. This handset is friendly with any connection.

For youth Samsung Corby mobile phone is the wonderful handset and also suits to their lifestyle.
These are some of the features that makes the Samsung Corby mobile different from the various
mobile phone in the given price range.
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To Check out used or second hand mobiles of any brand like a Used Nokia Mobiles,a Used
Samsung Mobile, a Used Blackberry Mobiles, used HTC Mobiles, Used Micromax Mobiles etc. For
More details Visit Khojle.in.
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